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Go on a Tree Hunt!  FIND TREES IN YOUR COMMUNITY

“The mission of the AFC is to protect Arkansas’s forests, and those who enjoy them, from 
wildland fire and natural hazards while promoting rural and urban forest health, 
stewardship, development, and conservation for all generations of Arkansans.”

The Arkansas Forestry Commission serves as a leader in forest and land management.
Regarding champion trees, the AFC is responsible for measuring each tree and recognizing 
the champions by placing markers.  In addition, the AFC provides educational resources to 
the public in order to enhance the understanding of trees, their benefits, and the dangers 
that threaten their survival.  

Trees supply fresh water flow and clean the 
atmosphere by capturing airborne particles, 
carbon dioxide, and other gases.

Trees provide camouflage and food for an 
ecosystem comprised of many types of wildlife.

Green surroundings have been proven to  build 
healthier social interactions and provide ahealthier social interactions and provide a
safer environment for recreational activities.

The documentary states that trees provide a 
place to make memories.  

Odds are against the champions’ survival, so 
perhaps the best way to protect the trees is by 
protecting their memories and creating new 
stories.  “Tree Hunters” use these tools to find 
current champions with hopes of discovering 
a new champion tree.

Use satellite images from the Web 
to locate large trees or tree stands.

GPS points to map out the route to 
a champion tree.

Contact the Big Tree Coordinator
at the AFC.
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The greatest trees are those still to be discovered.  There could be a National
Champion Tree in your community waiting to be found!  Compile a list of 
native trees in your area, and see how many you can find.  Perhaps you 
can use GPS coordinates to find a champion tree nearby!

“The loss of just one species, 
or a single generation of trees, 
could change the forest’s ability 
to support certain forms of wildlife
or protect itself from danger.”

“In terms of champion trees, folks should just go out there 
and recognize them...just marvel at how large they are.”
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